
Captive Prince (Captive Prince, #1) By C.S. Pacat EBook Captive princess cruises Will Damen be
able to escape the corrupt court of Vere or will someone blow his cover before he even gets a decent
chance to flee? I know the story sounds so cliché and cheesy! And in fact it is! But damn did I enjoy
this reread! *lol* I think it’s because I know what’s coming in the next two books and to be aware of
the plot made this reread such an interesting experience. Captive prince polish XD I think she
didn’t really know what she wanted to achieve with the first book and mainly aimed to shock her
audience.

Captive prince book 2
And his mind is no longer that of a child. Captive princekin ”Did anyone of you ever notice that the
people of Vere always consider the Akielons to be barbaric and brute? Considering what I saw of the
Regents court I’d rather say it’s the other way around!! They hide behind their sophisticated
demeanour and their complicated clothes but in fact they are the true barbarians of the story.

PDF Captive princess

I really enjoyed my re-read and I can’t wait to see the “true Laurent” in the next book! XD I think
what made this even more fun was the fact that it was a buddy read with my two lovely girls! My
adorable Gansey and mo mhuirnín kept me entertained with their different opinions (and their
strong emotions *lol*) and it was such a pleasure to be able to discuss this book! =) I can’t wait to
dive into “Prince’s Gambit”! ;-) Now it’s finally getting cute and nice! <3 English This might get -a
tad- salty. PDF Captive princess But in the lethal political web of the Veretian court nothing is as it
seems and when Damen finds himself caught up in a play for the throne he must work together with
Laurent to survive and save his country. Kindle Captive princess Because the one man Damen
needs is the one man who has more reason to hate him than anyone else… Includes an exclusive
extra story! Captive Prince (Captive Prince #1)LOVED. Captive prince book There has been a lot
of criticism in recent years of gratuitous sexual violence against women in books movies and TV
shows as it is both offensive and harmful to the feminist movement. Books like captive prince But
apparently sexual violence is only a problem when directed against women while it’s fine to have
graphic scenes that serve no purpose other than to “entertain” the reader as long as men are the
ones getting raped? (Although how someone could find these scenes entertaining is beyond me.
Captive princess marie Since I’ve seen people argue that the book isn’t that bad because the main
character doesn’t actually get raped himself I’d like to point out that forced oral sex is still rape.
Captive prince pdf In Captive Prince Damen has oral sex forced on him and although he does have
an orgasm that doesn’t change the fact that as a sex slave the act is in no way consensual. Captive
princeking The potential for a solid fantasy is definitely there I found the book hard to put down
despite my revulsion and I can see why people are quick to let themselves “forget” how the story
starts. Captive princess marie walkthrough Unfortunately no amount of engaging plot or world
building can make up for the rape and sexual slavery in the first two thirds of the book nor can a sex
slave owner suddenly become a believable love interest for the sex slave. Captive prince book 3
pdf I’m assuming that’s where the story is headed at least: Laurent has a tragic back story; he’s not
really a bad guy he’s just misunderstood; he doesn’t actually rape his sex slaves himself but lets
others do the raping for him; he secretly has feelings for Damen etc. Captive prince hardcover I
know this is a current trend in the romance genre but how much (justified) outrage has there been
at these novels? I fail to see how the upcoming “romance” in the Captive Prince trilogy is any
different and to be honest I’m horrified by all the praise it has received. Captive prince book A
book has to be completely amazing to change my mind about an m/m romance and this book while
not selling me on the genre did a tremendous job of engaging my attention. Captive prince 2 pdf
Let's make it clear this book contains torture sadism rampant displays of sex - generally things that I
don't care for because despite my rampant use of profanity I am a prude at heart. Kindle Captive



princeton The focus of this book - indeed the whole series it would seem - is on the relationship
between two men and their relationships with other royals guards and slaves around them. Die
prinzen book captive prince Book 3 will be my most anticipated release of next year (if that is
when it will come out)! English I’m aware that “Captive Prince” is a highly controversial book and I
know that many people have a lot of mixed feelings about it. Captive princekin Our modern minds
have a tendency to shy away from those kinds of things but just because a book makes you feel
disgusted and angry this still doesn’t automatically mean that it’s a bad book. Captive prince book
2 pdf For instance the moment with Ancel and Damen in the gardens!!! I’ll never ever be okay with
that scene!!! BUTIn contrast to the generally prevailing opinion she always touches those delicate
subjects with care. Captive prince book Well at least with as much care as is possible in such a
book… In my subjective opinion she doesn’t glorify the conditions of the pets and slaves at Vere’s
court and she definitely doesn’t sympathize with their tormentors. Captive prince book 3 read
online Pacat shouldn’t be blamed for mentioning those topics because for some people they were
actually reality (ancient Rome and Greece instantly come to mind) and in fact still are a part of some
people’s reality. PDF Captive prince Well this said I’m glad that the world in Pacat’s book is just
fictional and that I can finally get to the fun part: My actual review! The plot:Betrayed by his own
brother and shipped into the lands of his enemies Prince Damianos of Akielos ends up in the foreign
land of Vere. Captive prince volume 3 pdf Brought as a gift for Prince Laurent he is supposed to
be the young heir’s pleasure slave a role that revolts Damen immensely and makes it exceptionally
difficult to keep a low profile. Captive prince fanart I feel soo damn sorry for what happens to him
in this book! He doesn’t deserve any of the things that happen to him (not that anyone would ever
deserve such things!!) and he’s such a precious and innocent soul. Captive prince free No matter
what happens to him he always does what he thinks is right and if that means that he’ll take a
beating for his convictions and beliefs he still goes through with it! I love that about him! He’s brave
and honourable and at the corrupt and thoroughly tainted court of Vere to be like that is actually
more than just an achievement! XD”He wanted to face Kastor his brother and ask him man to man
why he had done what he had done. Captive princefield trust ”Oh Laurent! My ruthless and
poisonous “nest of scorpions”! He’s so damn cruel and obnoxious in this book I can totally see why
everyone hates him! *lol* My weird and crazy mind always likes a good villain though so it’s no
surprise I actually ended up loving him. Captive prince book Admittedly we really don’t see a lot of
it in the first book (which actually is the reason why it’s the weakest and worst book of the entire
series) but since I know that this is going to change I really can’t wait to read book two. Captive
prince volume 3 pdf Poor young and innocent Nicaise… Urgh… he was 10 when he started to
serve the Regent… 10 for Christ’s sake!!! I’ll never get over that! ”Don’t underestimate him because
of his age. Captive prince laurent He has experienced things many adults have not none more so
than the Regent himself!!! I despise and hate that man so much and I truly hope he burns in the nine
circles of hell. Books like captive prince *lol* So yes the Regent is a villain I hate with a fierce
passion and I can’t wait for him to get what he deserves!!! *grrrr*”Why must you always defy me? I
hate it when we are at odds yet you force me to chastise you. Captive princekin What the fuck is a
story without a well rounded well constructed plot anyway? And if you can’t deliver on a good plot at
least have some interesting characters to keep the reader engaged. Captive prince pdf I
understand the need to inform us the basics and inner machinations of the court politics to set the
scene for how they treat their (sex) slaves and whatnot but all the rest was just like okay I get it:
They’re fucking demented. Captive Prince epub reader The worst is that he is supposed to be
willing to be forever a sex slave because the king his master gets tired of children when they grow
up and Nicasious is eagerly searching for a new master. Captive princekin No romance by the end
of the book there's not even a kiss Stockholm Syndrome Erasmus A sexual slave gets raped all the
time but he supposedly enjoys being a sex pet and is all grateful when he gets to serve another
master because said master treats sex-slaves better. Captive princefield first Sorry but in what
sick world a sex-slave enjoys being a slave?How is that romantic or sexy? Extreme violence Laurent
the MC love interest is a Prince and he gives orders to whip Damianos. Captive prince pdf How is



that romantic? Double standards So Christian Grey gets the sh*t here in GR although he NEVER
raped ANA (although to be honest he pushed her consent but NEVER raped her) yet Laurent gets
nothing but praise??? So dubious consent sexual violence and rape are okay when the characters are
male? NO JUST NO!! That's not feminist at all that's not fair. Captive prince book 2 Oh the abusive
relationship in romance! But because the victim is a male then it's okay? How is that fair? Unsafe
reads This is supposedly a slow-burn-romance between two males but there's a lot of cheating and
disloyalty. Captive prince pdf This is not the best book to portray diverse couples because as it is a
lot of people think wrongly that homosexuality and bisexuality are against nature and that Bisexuals
and Homosexual aren't capable of loving committed relationships. Captive princekin Final note:
There are reviewers here in GR who praise this book to no end and yet get all angry and write rants
about romances like Twilight Hopeless FSOG Beautiful disaster and other romance books of the
romance genre. Captive prince pdf At time it feels like some of those reviewers are trying to make
the people who enjoy for example FSOG bad with themselves because they are supporting a book
that portrays an abusive relationship. Captive princefield trust But just like the the captive prince
fanbase knows the difference between reality and books the FSOG fanbase knows better than go and
get themselves in abusive relationships because of a book. Captive prince hardcover My problem
is when the double standard comes:Contrary to popular GR belief the people who enjoy books that
portray abusive M/F relationships are as smart as the people who enjoys Captive prince. Captive
prince damen So anyone who enjoys FSOG or any other bad-reviewed romance but never says it
aloud for fear of how their opinion will make them look in a site like GR where people trash abusive
relationship books should say it aloud. Captive prince book 3 read online If you like me feel
unconfortable reading certain topics ignore most of the 5 star reviews very few of them mention the
problematic issues of this book and most lack trigger warnings: The writing is so crisp and fan-
freaking-tastic that it gives each word the power that it is due, Captive prince hardcover The way
the author portrayed Laurent in the beginning made me think I could never sympathize with him:
Captive prince epub It is through truly skilled writing that little facts play out just as they should
over time and reveal Laurent's character in new lights, EBook Captive prince william We learn
hard truths along with Damen and I felt my point of view morphing as his did, Captive Prince
ebook I was entwined with Damen and felt deeply connected to his story and his emotional and
physical journey, Captive princess marie Book 1 set the stage for book 2.

Captive prince read online
His hope to find a way to escape the only thing that helps him to endure: Captive prince polish
covers As long as no one knows about his true identity he has a chance at survival…, Captive
prince book 3 read online But sooner or later someone is bound to find out that he’s not who he
claims to be. Captive prince book summary I noticed so many things I didn’t see the first time
around and I have to give Pacat kudos for dropping so many subtle hints. Captive prince
audiobook Though even a child may learn how to manipulate an adult. EPub Captive prince harry
I-freaking-hate-him-so-much”Do you think it pleases me to discipline my own nephew? No uncle acts
with a heavier heart. PDF Captive prince Shoulder your responsibilities – ride to Delfeur – show me
you have even a drop fo your brother’s blood and I will joyfully restore it all: Captive prince book 1
I don’t know what the fuck to make of this book but suffice it to say I finally understand why many
find it polarising: Captive prince polish Pacat is the USA Today best selling author of Dark Rise the
Captive Prince trilogy and the GLAAD nominated graphic novels Fence: Kindle Captive princeton
Born in Australia and educated at the University of Melbourne C: Captive princeking Pacat has
lived in a number of cities including Tokyo and Perugia and currently resides and writes in
Melbourne. Captive prince book 3 read online Pacat comes the first in her critically acclaimed
trilogy—with a bonus story: Captive prince book 3 read online Damen is a warrior hero to his
people and the rightful heir to the throne of Akielos, Captive Prince Science Fiction fantasypros



But when his half brother seizes power Damen is captured stripped of his identity and sent to serve
the prince of an enemy nation as a pleasure slave. Captive prince book Beautiful manipulative and
deadly his new master Prince Laurent epitomizes the worst of the court at Vere: EBook Captive
princeton For Damen there is just one rule: never ever reveal his true identity: Captive princeking
There are so many things wrong with Captive Prince it’s hard to know where to start. Captive
princefield trust I’m having trouble understanding how this book can be praised by so many
people, Captive princekin I love seeing queer relationships in books but the characters in Captive
Prince are either sex slave owners or sex slaves themselves, Captive Prince epub.pub Personally I
don’t think that’s the kind of “relationship” we should be promoting regardless of whether it’s queer
or not. Captive prince 2 pdf I fail to see how a book with graphic same sex rape scenes is
beneficial to the “We Need Diverse Books” campaign. Captive prince laurent We need positive
portrayals of queer characters yes but we don't need degrading ones: Captive prince book ) When
I define feminism I think of women being valued as highly as men and being treated with as much
respect — not more: Captive prince book 3 pdf I’m not sure why this is such a hard concept but
my guess is that it’s connected to the fallacy that men can’t be raped in the first place, Books like
captive prince Having an orgasm does not equal consent and that’s a dangerous idea to perpetuate,
Captive Prince epub reader Rape isn’t the only thing trivialized by Captive Prince; sexual slavery
is as well, Books like captive prince At one point Damen compares sexual slavery in his home
country of Akielos to that in Vere where he himself is a sex slave. Captive prince book 2 According
to him sex slaves in Akielos know that they’re trading their personal freedom for “perfect treatment”
by their masters as if this somehow makes it okay, Captive prince hardcover Not only that but the
life of a sex slave is glorified in the short story included in the paperback which gives the
background story of a minor character from the book, Captive prince pdf Claiming that sexual
slavery is “not that bad” because the sex slaves are “treated well” they “enjoy their work” and it’s
“for their own good” doesn't excuse it. PDF Captive prince harry The first two thirds of the book
essentially has no plot but instead features explicit rape scenes alludes to even more and throws in a
beating or two to mix things up: Captive prince fanfiction Pacat seemingly changes her mind and
decides she wants to write a real fantasy novel rather than rape erotica. Captive prince book At
this point the book actually does become captivating — the good kind, Captive prince book
summary Shipping Laurent and Damon is the equivalent of shipping a Nazi concentration camp
guard with a Jewish prisoner, Books like captive prince *hiccup*You know-*gestures with wine
glass**sloshes some over the side*I mean this book-*licks wine off fingers**tries to refocus*What
was I saying? Oh yeah. Captive prince book 2 pdf *stumbles up to standing*And do you know
what? You know who he's fucking sold to? *raises voice*To an even bigger bastard than his brother!
*sits back down*A prince named Laurent: Books like captive prince Who may or may not be the
best written villain I've ever read: Captive prince laurent I want to write myself into it with a
sword and carve my vengeance from the flesh of Damen and - God help me - even Laurent's enemies,
Captive prince hardcover *brews pot of strong coffee**hiccup**starts second book*Blog |
Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Pinterest English I don't read m/m fiction. Captive prince book It's
not because I'm homophobic in any way (julio would beat my ass down if I were) it's just that it's not
a genre to which I gravitate: Captive prince book I prefer the romance in my books to be
something that I can relate to and I feel that for me a romance would be more realistic if it's m/f.
Captive princess This is due to the fact that the character building is so amazing. Captive
princefield trust When his half-brother usurped the throne he found himself a slave shipped off to
Vere, Captive prince book 3 pdf A prince now a slave he has to learn to completely change his
personality his will his natural instincts in order to be survive: Captive prince book Against every
rebelling instinct he forced himself forward and dropped to his knees before Laurent, Die prinzen
book captive prince ’ He searched his memory for Radel’s words and found them, Captive prince
deutsch What can I say about Laurent? Oh how about the fact that he makes Jericho-fucking-
Barrons look like Prince Charming? ‘You look like a whore, Captive prince laurent ’ The soft words
barely stirred the air by Damen’s ear inaudible to anyone else. Captive princekin Did you spread



for my uncle the way you did for Kastor?’There are many words that can be used to describe
Laurent. PDF Captive princess Words like raging asshole ginormous douchebag sadistic
motherfucker and other endearing phrases. Captive prince book summary The fact that I grew to
like Laurent and sympathize with him is a testament to the author's skills, Captive prince
characters No I still do not enjoy rampant amounts of sex and debauchery but I enjoyed this book
and that's enough: PDF Captive prince English For Romance month at my blog I decided to take
the opportunity to read something I wouldn't normally pick - this highly-praised M/M Fantasy
Romance, Captive prince hardcover The first thing you should know: this is a character-driven
story. Captive princefield trust I think you will enjoy it as long as you don't go into it expecting a
lot of grand world-building. PDF Captive princeton As romances go it has everything I could ask
for:1) A really slow burn that makes a nice change from all the instant gratification NA romances
I've read. Captive prince book Plus a nice bit of hatred turned to reluctant partners in crime
turned to. Die prinzen book captive prince ?The main story goes like this: Damen is a prince and
the heir to the throne of Akielos, Captive prince book 1 But when the king dies Damen is captured
and bundled off to Vere disguised as a slave while his half brother takes the throne. Captive prince
book summary Vere is an enemy to Akielos and Damen must continue pretending to be a slave if he
wishes to live: Captive prince pet read online free Enter Prince Laurent - heir to Vere and a
pampered spoiled and vindictive brat who becomes Damen's new master. PDF Captive princeton
Laurent is extremely unlikable at first but Pacat manages to successfully grow him into a well-
rounded and eventually likable character, Captive Prince Science Fiction fantasy 5 But what
starts as an attempt to break one another eventually becomes a reluctant partnership and a mutual
understanding and respect, Captive prince hardcover The book is quite dark at times and is
definitely an adult novel, EPub Captive princess cruises The romance in this first book is pretty
much non-existent but the tension is set up nicely to deliver on that in the next two books, Captive
Prince Science Fiction fantasy baseball However romance/sex aside the book contains some
graphic descriptions floggings and rape scenes that could be upsetting for some readers. EBook
Captive princess cruises I enjoyed it though and will be picking up Captive Prince: Volume Two:
Captive prince book 3 read online Blog | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Youtube | Pinterest
English *ONLY $1, Captive princefield trust 99 TODAY AT AMAZON US! This is not a drill! 9/3/19
https://www, Captive princekin It is going to be hard to write a review of just Volume 1 because I
read them back to back like a rabid fan-girl so I'll just review them together, Captive prince book 3
read online I won't rehash the plot because the overview doesn't sound terribly interesting or new:
Captive prince book It is the masterful which just brings everything to a head, Captive prince
hardcover It is like a ballet dance of words and I don't think I'm being too complementary or over-
exaggerating, EBook Captive prince harry I think most of that is due to the fact that it deals with
subjects we feel very uncomfortable with, Captive prince book 1 (And I’m not going to sugar-coat
them!!! Just to make that perfectly clear!) There is rape slavery sexual abuse torture violence and
even the mention of paedophilia, Captive prince laurent Just to name a few of them and there are
scenes that no doubt will revolt you immensely, Captive prince book I think the fact we see
everything through Damen’s eyes the eyes of a mistreated slave is testimonial enough that C.
Captive prince read online Pacat is not okay with the things that happen to the slaves in the book!
You are permanently disgusted by us aren't you? said Laurent, Captive prince fandom I guess that
quote says it all! So yes I do get why the topics in this book rub people the wrong way and I know
that “Captive Prince” might not be for everyone, Books like captive prince I still want you to keep
in mind that things like that are nothing new though: Captive princeking Throughout the long
history of mankind those subjects have always been a part of our lives, Captive prince laurent
There were plenty of wars and people have always been tortured raped abused and enslaved! Damn
it! Who am I kidding? Things like that still happen all around the world: Captive prince book 1 Just
take a closer look at other countries (or even your own) and you’ll know what I mean. Books like
captive prince Whilst it’s true that Pacat sometimes has a tendency to exaggerate excessively and
easily slips into clichés that doesn’t mean that all parts of the historical accuracy are wrong:



Captive prince fanfic ;-) The author obviously aims to provoke and we are supposed to feel
uncomfortable when we read her book, Captive prince laurent I can only speak for myself but in
my case it definitely worked, Captive prince book 2 pdf Powerless and enslaved he has no other
choice than to obey though but boy does it get better in “Prince’s Gambit”, Captive prince book 1
Anyway let’s head to the characters section! I can’t wait to gush about those two! *lol*The
characters:Damen – The pleasure slave”Why not?” said Damen. Captive princefield trust “I don’t
share your craven habit of hitting only those who cannot hit back and I take no pleasure in hurting
those weaker than myself, EPub Captive princess cruises ” Driven past reason the words came
out in his own language, Captive prince hardcover Even enslaved and in the hands of the enemy
he still tries everything possible in order to help his people and to remain true to himself, Die
prinzen book captive prince And what did it mean to be a prince if he did not strive to protect
those weaker than himself?””This place sickened him. Die prinzen book captive prince Or
poisoned him if you had the honourless instincts of an assassin. Captive prince free Here it was
layer upon layer of constructed double-dealing dark polished and unpleasant: Captive prince pdf
”Laurent – The cast-iron bitch”Laurent was indeed good at talking. Captive prince 2 pdf He
stopped the flow of talk when it became dangerously critical of his uncle: Captive prince book 1
He said nothing that could be taken as an open slight on the Regency, Captive prince book 1 Yet
no one who talked to him could have any doubt that his uncle was behaving at best misguidedly and
at worst treasonously: PDF Captive princeton XD Laurent is such a complex and well-thought-out
character it’s a pleasure to read about all his cunning and almost artful schemes: Captive prince
book 3 pdf I know one of my fellow buddy readers hated him fiercely! Haha! ;-P The prince of Vere
isn’t all controlled anger and hate though; he has a soft side too, Captive prince laurent And yes I
admit it: Laurent’s cunning and strategical mind is sexy! Don’t blame me just like Damen I stand by
my opinion. Captive prince book 2 I wouldn’t want you in my bed but you’d have all the same
privileges. PDF Captive prince harry ”Laurent went very still; then he deliberately shifted in his
seat and leaned in bringing his lips right to Damen’s ear, Captive Prince Science Fiction fantasy
5 “I think I’m out of stabbing range he’s got short arms. Captive prince book 1 Or perhaps he’ll try
to throw a sugarplum? That is difficult: Captive Prince kindle app He tucked it carefully into a fold
of his riding clothes: Captive Prince kindle app Then after a moment he reached out and touched
Nicaise’s chin with one knuckle. PDF Captive prince harry “He gives them all up” said Laurent
“even if you’re more enterprising than the others have been, Captive prince book summary I
know he’s bitchy and at least as insufferable as Laurent I can’t help but like him though: Captive
prince book When it comes down to it he’s just a product of his environment and he’s still so very
young, Captive prince hardcover I hate and despise the Regent for choosing him as his pet and the
thought of them together makes me feel sick to my stomach: Captive prince book 3 pdf >_< It’s
obvious Nicaise and Laurent care about each other deeply yet they have no other choice than to play
by the Regent’s rules. Captive prince volume 3 pdf Come to think of it his actions might easily
cause him to end up in all of them: Captive prince book 3 read online I hate to see you grown up
like this” said the Regent “when you were such a lovely boy, Captive prince pdf Now how about
you give me a plot or story to work with other than THAT! Oh and by the way sex with a 13-year-old
is called Paedophilia for fuck’s sake. Captive prince book 2 Sorry if I’m not “getting what the book
is really about”: Captive princess What the hell was it about anyway? I still don’t get it, Captive
prince book 1 I’m told books two and three knock it out of the park so see we shall. Captive
princekin English TRIGGER WARNINGS ALERT Stay away from this one if you prefer safe reads.
Captive princekin Don't read my review if the word rape makes you unconfortable because I use it
a lot because this book has a lot of that: Captive Prince kindle direct I don't recommend this if you
feel uncomfortable reading about: Pedophilia Nicasius is only 13 and he's used as a sex slave.
EBook Captive princess cruises Rape and Sexual violence Damianos the Main character is
entered in a slave contest where the loser gets raped, Captive prince pdf He gets drugged by
Laurent his love interest so that he'll get weakened and lose the contest and Laurent can watch
when Damianos gets raped, Captive prince volume 3 pdf Later Damiano's forced to receive oral



sex from another slave to the enjoyment of Laurent: Captive prince book 3 read online This is
vividly described and Damianos spends some time recovering from his injuries. Captive prince
book 2 If the main character had been Princess Damiana everyone and their dog would be
screaming murder, Books like captive prince In the sequel of this rape -fest Laurent who is
Damianos owner and master lends Damianos to a group of women warriors so that they can use him
for reproductive purposes, Die prinzen book captive prince Laurent's not even slightly jealous!
He laughs with joy when Damianos returns to their tent worn-out from having sex with a lot of
women in just one night, Captive Prince epub Damianos is attracted to Laurent but he is more
attracted to women than to males. Die prinzen book captive prince So we the readers don't get a
little bit of cute jealousy and the couple doesn't kiss until way into the second book, Captive
princess marie walkthrough I'm not the most articulated coherent reviewer so I invite you to read
these reviews if you want more info on the problematic issues of this book. Captive prince book 2
The writing is exquisite and clever but it's the most disgusting portrayal of an M/M relationship,
Books like captive prince Contrary to what this book portrays Homosexual Men have healthy
committed relationships , Captive prince book 1 This book only re-inforces the idea of sexually
degenerated characters: Captive princeking I gave two stars to the sequel because the graphic
rapes aren't present: Captive princekin It's cleverly written and it's addictive but it's still a harsh
read because poor Nicaise, Captive prince audiobook This isn't about me having a problem with
the people who like this book. Captive prince laurent I think it's okay if people enjoy this kind of
books because* Everyone has different tastes and opinions and all opinions are equally valid:
Captive prince art * WE ALL ARE SMART! WE ALL KNOW HOW TO DIFFERENTIATE REALITY
FROM BOOKS. Captive Prince kindle store The people who love this book to death aren't
supporters of rape this is just a book: Captive prince book Most of FSOG bashers are top reviewers
who praise this rape-fest so there's nothing wrong with liking FSOG or any other poorly-reviewed
romance, Captive prince book 2 Read some 3 stars reviews and some triggers warnings before
deciding if this book is for you or not, Captive princefield trust don’t even fucking think about this
piece of burning garbage: Captive prince book 2 i don’t give a shit don’t read this atrocity English

.

[1]

Smart writing that sets this book apart. Details sing in all the right ways. The book is a study in
deception and human emotion. It grips you until the very end.””He ordered everyone out of his
apartments. I wouldn’t try to see him.”“Why not?” Nicaise said. He looked past Damen towards
Laurent’s chamber. “What happened? Is he all right?”The Regent – Mr.Well. The characters were
boring and one-dimensional as shit. The plot was profoundly lacking. Or more like.

Books like captive prince

C.S.S. From global phenomenon C. S. English CW: rape sexual slaverySexual slavery isn’t sexy.
Corporal punishment isn’t sexy. Rape isn’t sexy and it certainly isn’t entertainment. It is rape any
way you look at it. As far as I can tell all the kingdoms in C. S. Pacat’s world support sexual slavery.



All of a sudden C. S. Let’s stop right there. English WARNING: I'VE BEEN DRINKING. This fucking
book man. *takes another sip*There's Damen. A prince betrayed by his bastard of a brother. Sold
into slavery to an enemy nation. He's as beautiful as he is brilliant. As manipulative as he is sadistic.
As enigmatic as.*hiccup*I hate his face. I want to do terrible things to him. Dirty lascivious
debauched terrible terrible things. *wanders off in search of appropriate meme*AH-HA! FOUND
ONE. The world surrounding these characters is just as harsh. Brutal seductive violent depraved.
For example I don't read new adult. I don't read chick lit. I don't read m/m. It's simple as that.
*blushes* Despite those facts I really liked this book. The characters are so well-written.Damen is
the Captive Prince. He forces himself into submissiveness. He knew what he had to do.‘I fight in
your service Your Highness. ‘I exist only to please my Prince. May my victory reflect on your
glory.’Laurent. Damn. Laurent murmured: ‘Filthy painted slut.No I will not be reading m/m all my
days.2) Characters that grow and develop with the plot.3) Chemistry both sexual and otherwise. I
loved how our perception of him changes gradually.Not surprisingly the two princes despise each
other at first.amazon.com/Captive-Prince.*This book owned me today completely owned me.I just
have to give S. U. Pacat a huge round of applause. I was 100% drawn into Captive Prince. It was like
my eyes were glued to my phone today. I wouldn't and couldn't stop reading. There are no missteps.
As it seems you either hate it or you love it. There is no in-between. Sure C.S. Pacat confronts us
with a lot of heavy topics.S. So yeah I think what I want to say is that C.S. We should neither forget
that nor ignore it. But life in Akielos went on without Damianos. These slaves had no one else to help
them. Anywhere else you simply killed your enemy with a sword. He accepted sympathy gracefully.
He put his position rationally. Well at least for me it was. ;-)”I’ll offer for you if you like. When the
time comes. You might prefer that. I’d offer. If I duck he’ll hit Torveld.”Laurent took it without
saying anything. “You look better without all the paint” said Laurent.Nicaise – The pet”I don’t need
you. He’s promised. He’s not going to give me up.” Nicaise’s voice was smug and self-satisfied.”I will
always have a soft spot for Nicaise. You seem determined to wreck everything in your path. Blessed
with gifts you squander them. Given opportunities you waste them.”This said there was NONE. This
was just. please excuse my language but fucking and/or raping. Or fantasying about fucking and
raping. I did not sign up for this shit. A lot of the explicit scenes were so incredibly unnecessary. Too
unnecessary. And rape. No other word for it. And lastly apologies for the overuse of the F word. I’m
just feeling very cheated right now. What I did like:Damen.publicily!! In this book the court takes
rape as a sport. I repeat Laurent is the love interest. Cait's reviewLainey's reviewThis book makes
me angry. In real life gay people aren't like this. Not at all. It's not fair what happened to him. Yet
they go and praise this very abusive book. You enjoy this book? That's fine. We all know that In real
life rape is wrong. Just saying. English fuck no. literally the worse shit i’ve ever read. this shit
glamorizes abuse and slavery


